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Introduction 
You don’t have an MBA.  You started your cupcake business because you like 
baking cupcakes and people like eating them. 

Mmmm…cupcakes… 

Or, perhaps you are a wealth manager who thrives on meeting with clients and 
helping plan not only for their future, but for their children’s futures.  You garner 
joy from ensuring their long term financial health and helping them sleep better 
at night. 

Maybe you’re an executive coach who began by realizing you have a knack for streamlining goals 
and supporting professionals who are navigating a mid-life career switch.  In your mind, there is no 
better feeling than watching your client’s face relax when you help plan out his next steps. 

In any of these cases, you are a boot-strapped individual who does what you do because you love 
it, you are good at it, and you derive satisfaction from it. 

Not because you want to, know how to, or enjoy having to market it. 

But let’s face facts: no matter how tasty those cupcakes are, no matter how genius you are at 
diversifying profitable portfolios, if no one knows you exist…You.  Will.  Starve. 

You need to fill your pipeline with clients, and that no longer means simply handing out business 
cards at your local Chamber of Commerce meeting. 

You do not need to be a marketing genius.  You do not need to hire a marketing company.  
There are many steps you can take on your own to grow your business, by leveraging 
technology and making the most of your time, without expense or specialized knowledge.  
There are a number of ways for you to reach your clients (not only online, but also in person) 
and promote yourself while avoiding being too “sales-y.”  Let’s face it—if you were naturally 
sales-y, you’d have gone into sales. 

But you aren’t. 

So you didn’t. 

Therefore, you’re likely a little short on this particular brand of knowledge…and without it, your 
business goes nowhere.  So, you’ve got a few things to learn.  But it won’t be painful, we promise.  
You’ve come to the right place.  Let’s go!   
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*Note about the exercises 

The intended audience of 
this book is entrepreneurs 
who wish to grow their 
businesses, but who may 
have little prior exposure to 
professional marketing.  We 
realize that our readership 
might also include business 
owners who are already 
somewhat knowledgeable 
about the topics we cover. 

Therefore, if you feel that 
the exercises are too 
simplistic for you and that 
you’ve already gotten the 
hang of the skills they intend 
to build, simply skip them 
(we won’t tell...you’re off the 
hook) and move on toward 
areas in which you’re looking 
to expand or test your 
knowledge. 
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Determine Your 
Audience and 
Create Your Niche 
Yes, you want to sell to anyone and everyone willing to buy.  
We get it.  We like money too.  However, you cannot market 
effectively to everybody.  It’s ineffective, since you are forced 
to generate a generic message and nobody is touched, 
motivated or driven to action. 

Dove, for example, is clearly marketing specifically to women.  They are not just selling soap to 
anyone who is in need of a shower, and have thus tailored their advertising campaign to reach 
and be relatable to their target market. 

Just for Men sells hair dye.  Since when is hair dye gender-specific?   Since the 
marketing geniuses behind Just for Men launched their male-specific hair dye 
line, that’s when!  Middle aged men (their target market) do not want to 
purchase a box featuring a striking platinum blonde in a slinky dress.  They 
want to feel manly, and Just for Men knows this, so they target their marketing 
efforts accordingly. 

Dove would sell less soap if they were promoting to the great unwashed, and 
Just for Men would sell less hair dye if they went after every greying noggin out 
there.  Which two ingredients do both campaigns have in common? 

They are both specific and they both cultivate motivation. 
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They are specific in that they are targeting one particular section of the population.  They 
cultivate motivation by identifying and capitalizing on a problem specific to their particular 
population—which will inevitably be solved by the product that their campaigns are 
promoting. 

“Motivation” might sound complicated.  It’s not. 

Motivation, in this context, refers to the feeling that drives people to seek out a solution to a 
problem they’re experiencing.  (Ideally, you will motivate them to choose you as their solution.)  
It can be as simple as “I’m hungry and I want to feel full,” (motivation to purchase groceries or a 
meal on the go) or as complex as “I have health, financial stability, and friends, but I still feel 
like something is absent; I want to feel a sense of purpose and contribution to the world” 
(motivation to pursue volunteer opportunities or a meeting with a life coach). 

Let’s break it down. 

You’re a personal trainer.  Considering that the vast majority of Americans don’t get enough 
exercise, you could help a lot of people.  But if you market yourself by promoting the message 
“I’ll create a personal fitness program for anyone” you are unlikely to succeed.  

• First, it’s not specific.  You’re not identifying anyone, so no one is identifying with 
your message. 

• Second, this doesn’t speak to anyone’s motivation.  How many people are going 
through their daily routine, saying “I’m missing a personal fitness program; I want 
someone to design one for me”? 

What would work better? 

Let’s say you decide to identify your target market as women in their 30’s who have recently 
given birth.  That makes you a “Post-Natal Fitness Trainer”.  See?  More specific. 

And what’s the motivation of women after birth?  Why would they want a fitness trainer?  They 
want their shape back, they want their energy back…in some ways, they want their lives back.  
With the baby, of course, but also with time to care for themselves.  Time they used to have, 
but which has suddenly become so scarce. 
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Now you’re marketing yourself as “a post-natal fitness trainer who will help you ‘return to 
yourself’ with a fitness program customized to your time and needs.” 

Compare that to “a personal trainer who can create a personal fitness program for anyone.” 

Which sounds more compelling? 

Ultimately, your goal should be to tailor (or “spin”) the product or service your business 
provides, making it more personally desirable to a specific subsector of potential customers.  
You are not changing your product.  (Soap will still make you clean and hair dye will still change 
the color of your hair.)  Rather, the only thing you are tweaking is your message in order to 
position yourself as more attractive (read: needed) to your ideal niche. 

 

  

Exercise #1: 

Who is your target market?  Is your target market 
gender-, age- or location-specific? 

What action are you trying to get them to take? 

How do you plan to motivate them? 
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Dude, Where’s 
My Client? 

Not in the existential sense or in 
the “I’m 22 and I need to find 
myself” kind of sense.  Rather, in 
the real world, real time, real 
money sense.  Where, exactly, 
do your ideal clients hang out? 

To be more specific, where can you reach them with your message?  This can be a: 

• Physical forum (doctor’s office, professional co-working space) 
• Online forum (Facebook, chat room, LinkedIn group, blog) 
• Broadcast media forum (radio station, talk show or podcast) 

Wherever they are, that’s where you go.  Duh.  They’re already there. 

Let’s go back to our Post-Natal Fitness Trainer. 

She wants to reach mothers who are just after birth and are longing 
to return to themselves.  Physical forums that new moms might 
frequent would be the home or office of a lactation consultant—an 
exclusively after-birth forum.  Our fitness trainer can print up some 
brochures or business cards conveying her message (ensuring that it 
is new mom–focused and speaking directly to their desires and 
motivations) and ask local lactation consultants to display them for 
their new mommy clients to see. 
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How is she going to convince the lactation consultants to do that?  “Please” is a very 
effective magic word.  Barring that, she can always offer the lactation consultant a 
complimentary fitness consultation in exchange, or a referral fee for anyone who sees 
the information in her office and signs up. 

Online forums for new moms would be community discussion boards like 
JustMommies, CafeMom or BabyCenter.  For any forum you find—whether it be a 
message board or social media—make sure to evaluate it before jumping in. 

 

• How active is it?  How many replies do posts get?  How many visitors have 
viewed each discussion? 
 

• Does each user get a signature or a tagline where you could feature your 
message and a link to your site, making every post an opportunity to market 
your services? 
 

• Do the rules of the community state that advertising is not tolerated?  If so, it 
may not be worth investing much effort there if, the one time you mention 
your services, you get thrown off the forum.  (Although, if you participate often 
enough and just mention what you offer here and there, it may not be a 
problem.) 

 

Once you’ve determined exactly who you’re going after, simply put yourself inside 
their heads to determine the places they might be frequenting. 

Here are some more examples:  
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You are:  A female Brooklyn-based attorney specializing in internet 
intellectual property issues 

You want to sell your services to:  Entrepreneurs or small businesses 
beginning a web presence 

Your presence ought to be:  Anywhere entrepreneurs are going for 
direction, ideas, assistance, community or support 

Physical places:  York College Small Business Development Center; New York Entrepreneur and Startup 
Network Meetups; Ladies Who Launch networking events and workshops; In Good Company 
workspaces or class sites 

Online places:  Business2Community; Startup Specialists LinkedIn group; OpenForum; StartupNation 

 

You are:  A cardiologist in Northern California looking to offer preventative care and advice with a mix of 
traditional and alternative health care methods 

You want to sell your services to:  Local health-conscious, pre–heart 
attack adults who are worried about prevention 

Your presence ought to be:  Places frequented by moneyed adults ages 
40–60 (aging yuppies) interested in alternative health 

Physical places:  Yoga and Pilates Center of San Francisco; Good Earth 
Natural Foods in Fairfax; The Berkeley Bowl; San Francisco Vegan Meetup; Osher Center for Integrative 
Medicine at UCSF 

Online places:  MedHelp heart disease prevention forum; Community Guide for Prevention; Inspire 
Heart Health Support Group
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You are:  A Dallas-based home-inspecting engineer 

You want to sell your services to:  Local home buyers 

Your presence out to be:  Anywhere frequented by people 
looking to purchase a home; all over the residential real estate 
and home improvement scenes; networked with real estate 
attorneys and agents 

Physical places:  DFW Real Estate Professionals Meetup; Dallas 
Home Loan Counselling Center; Dallas Housing and Community 
Services Department 

Online places:  Dallas-based mortgage rate comparison sites; Dallas Realtor.com; Texas Moving 
Checklists and Discussion Boards; Texas Realtors LinkedIn Group; Texas Department of Housing 
Community Forums 

 

See the point?  No matter who you are or 
what you’re selling, there are people who 
want to buy your product or service; you 
simply have to find them. 

  

Exercise #2: 

You are: 

You want to sell your services to: 

Your presence ought to be: 

Physical Places: 

Online Places: 
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The Big Scary 
SEO Monster 

Anybody who thinks he knows 
anything about digital marketing 
will tell you that SEO plays a large 
role.  Indeed, the basic idea is that 
the best audience is an audience 
who is already looking for you.  
It’s really not about getting 
thousands of visitors to your site; 

instead, it’s about getting the right kind of visitors. 

Someone who is actively searching for your product or service 
within a search engine has not only already established interest, 
but is proactively seeking information or a provider.  It does 
seem like a shameful waste not to capitalize on those people.  
Enter Search Engine Optimization. 

You do NOT need to be a techie to handle the basics. 

Here goes:  
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Web marketers will (sanctimoniously) tell you that “Content is King.”  

When you ask them to explain, the answer is often (said in one breath): 

“Well, Google loves content, so if you write a lot, then Google will pick it up and everyone will 
see it when they do Google searches and you’ll get lots of visitors who will love everything else 
on your site and they’ll become your clients and you’ll live happily ever after.” 

Yes, that’s the general idea…but before you and Google get married in a lavish ceremony with 
a big, poufy dress, let’s talk about keywords. 

 

What’s a keyword? 

Very simply, a keyword is a word or phrase that someone is most likely to enter into a search 
engine when looking for your product or service.  If you’re an executive coach, it’s only logical 
that people searching for someone who provides your services might enter “executive coach”, 
“executive coaching” or something similar into the Google search bar. 

Presto!  You have keywords. 

Are people actually looking for my keyword? 

Let’s find out. 

Go to Google’s Keyword Planner.  (You need to have a Google AdWords account to access this 
tool, but you can open an account, never give them your payment information and thereby 
effectively have it be a free research account, so go ahead and do it.)  You can then get to it 
from the Tools and Analysis menu in your account, or via this link. 
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Log in and click on the first option: "Search for new keyword and ad group ideas." 

You'll then see a box that looks like this: 

 

 

Enter an assortment of terms that describe 
what your business is or does into the "Your 
product or service" field. 

You could also take a page of your website 
that describes your business and input its 
URL into the "Your landing page" field. 

If you’re targeting a specific locale (such as 
the US or UK), specify that in the Targeting 
section.  Click on the little pencil next to 
where it says, "All locations" and search for 
the locations you want to target. 
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Click “Get ideas.” 

You should see something like this below.  Click on the "Keyword ideas" tab (default is the 
"Ad group ideas" tab). 

 

You’ll then get this: 
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Ignore the “Competition” column—that’s talking about advertising competition, and doesn’t 
always reflect competition in the organic (non-paid, no advertising) Google results. 

Similarly, ignore the "Suggested bid" and "Ad impr. share" columns, as these are also related to 
the paid advertising in Google. 

Focus on the "Avg. monthly searches" column. 

The number in this column tells you approximately how many people are entering that 
particular keyword in their Google search bar each month.  The higher the number, the more 
potential exposure you could get if you optimize your site for that keyword (which we will show 
you how to do soon) and Google then ranks you at the top of the search results. 

Relevant keywords with high search volume are ostensibly better, but before you settle on 
one, you’ll have to check how hard it will be to compete for it (how many other people want to 
optimize for that particular word.) 

Confused yet?  Don’t be.  We’re about to show you how to find out if the keyword you 
want to use is highly competitive or not. 

First, though, one caveat to all of this keyword stuff: 

Even as of this writing, Google is getting better and better at understanding related words and 
concepts.  For a while already, Google has been good at recognizing synonyms, and will 
understand that, say, “cute kitten photos” and “cute kitten pictures” are effectively the same 
term, returning perhaps only slightly differing results.  But as Google improves and applies this 
knowledge to equating more complex concepts—beyond just simple synonym recognition—
optimizing for very specific keyword phrases is slowly on its way out. 

For basic SEO, still pick your keywords, check the competition and put your keywords in 
the recommended places below, but be aware that your competitors are not just those 
competing for your exact phrase nowadays, but for your concept, as well.  This will often 
expand the competition.
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Competing for Keywords 

Let’s look at an example.  “iPhone” is entered into Google as a search term 2.7 million 
times monthly, worldwide.  If I sell iPhones, it would be great if I could rank well (i.e. 
come up at the top of the page when someone searches) for them.  But if I try to rank for 
iPhone, I’m competing against Apple, Sprint, AT&T, Verizon, Wikipedia…Do I even stand 
a chance? 

Do a Google search for the keyword you want to check.  Before you look at the results, 
use an add-on like Google Global to get the results specifically for the country where the 
majority of your searchers (aka potential customers) are located.  Google results vary in 
different locales, and even display differently to different people in those locales, based 

on their online behaviors.  If you live in 
the USA, but you’re selling iPhones to 
people in Zambia, you’re going to want 
to see what results Google gives for 
“iPhone” over there.  Google Global can 
also “depersonalize” your results, 
neutralizing any personalization Google 
normally gives to your results based on 
your own browsing patterns. 

 

What should you look for? 

Now look at your localized, depersonalized search results for your search term, or 
keyword.  How strong overall are the ranking sites?  How many incoming links do they 
have, and from how many other domains?  
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How can you possibly know these things, you ask?  Here’s yet another great free resource to 
have in your SEO arsenal.  You can get an overview of this kind of information using the 
MozBar tool.  It will give you link metrics underneath every result on the Google results pages, 
without paying any fees.  It looks like this:  

 

 

 

 

We’ll discuss incoming links and why they’re important later in this chapter, as well as in 
Chapter 4. 

How well optimized are the ranking sites for your target keyword?  
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the same DA 
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Check if the exact keyword is in the title and in the snippet.  Google will bold the search terms 
on the results page, as you can see in the illustration here: 

 

 

 

Where in the title does the keyword appear? 

• At the very beginning?  (Strongest.) 
• A few words in the beginning, followed by the keyword?  (Strong, but less so.) 
• The words don’t appear together as a phrase?  (Weaker.) 
• Not all the keywords are even in the title?  (Weakest.) 

The snippet is sometimes taken from a programmed description tag (more on that later) and 
sometimes from text on the webpage.  If the keyword is there as a phrase, there’s a good 
chance that the site owners have focused the page on that keyword. 

If results seem well-optimized (i.e. the keyword phrase is 
at the beginning of the title, and also in the snippet) 
that’s going to make your job in outranking them much 
more difficult.  Do not fight a battle you cannot win.  
Chose alternate or similar keywords, but it’s unwise (and 
frustrating) to go up against the giants.
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So, you’ve gotten a feel for how hard it’s going to be to outrank (come up higher in search 
than) the currently ranking sites for a specified keyword.  If you feel you stand a good chance at 
ranking high given the competition, now how do you optimize your pages for the best results? 

 
Strategically place your keywords in the following locations: 

• Title Tag 
• Description Tag 
• Internal Text 
• Alt Text 
• Incoming Links 

Title Tag of the page: This is a specific piece of coding in the back-end of every website that 
visitors do not (and cannot) see when they view the pages.  That’s why you’ve never noticed 
this.  The title tag is what shows up as the title in search results, and usually as the text in the 
browser tab when the page is opened.  Most website content management systems will have a 
place in their administration portal where you can write a title tag and it will be translated 
automatically into the code by your system. 

Your keyword should be in the beginning of the title tag, if 
possible, while still making it sound normal and inviting.  (See 
the “Heart Locket Necklace” example to the right.)  Don’t have 
an unreadable, robot-sounding title tag just for SEO purposes—
Google is smarter than that and will react accordingly (i.e. down the ranks you will go). 

 
Description Tag: Also a tag in the code, this does not impact your site ranking.  However, 
Google will often show the description as the snippet.  This is your chance to control what the 
searcher is going to see when he or she searches for your keyword.  Write an attractive, 
engaging sentence or two that will encourage the searcher to click on your site.  We don’t 
know about you, but we’re more likely to click on a search result that has our desired keywords 
nice and bold right there in the snippet, than on one that doesn’t. 
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Internal Text: Your keyword phrase should be in the site text a few times throughout; enough 
that anybody reading the content would be able to deduce the topic of the page, but not so 
much that someone would say, “Wow, this page is written awkwardly and they are really trying 
to stuff in as many keywords as they can!” 

If you’re writing a page that you’d like to rank for cute cat pictures (don’t try it, though; the 
web is swarming with cute cat pictures…but let’s say you were), you could use the term “cute 
cat pictures” a few times in the text in normal ways, as well as synonyms like 
“cute kitten images.”  Just make sure to put on your “normal human being hat” 
when you read the copy over to make sure it sounds natural. 

You want to avoid what’s known as “SEO writing” which gambling sites often 
favor.  In order to optimize their keywords (like “Texas hold ’em poker”) they 
publish “articles” which badly attempt to form sentences with the words 
“Texas hold ’em poker” strewn throughout.  They’re not actually readable and 
they don’t make much sense.  Google has gotten infinitely smarter in the last 
few years, and penalizes sites like this for employing such “black hat” tactics. 

 

Alt Text: If you have images on your site (which you should!), putting your keyword in the “alt” 
attribute of the image is a good way to add it to the text on the page without making the text 
sound awkward.  Usually, in the back-end of your website, when you insert an image, there will 
be a field to define its alt text. 

This alternative text, or “alt text,” (as shown in the “cute 
cat pictures” example to the right) is what’s displayed 
instead of your pictures if images are disabled in a web 
browser.  The “alt” attribute is also a key element in 
making sure web pages are accessible to users who have visual impairments. 

Just to avoid confusion, this is NOT the text you might see on mouseover of an image.  That is 
the title tag for the image and has no SEO benefit. 

In the code for an image, alt text appears as:  
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Incoming Links: A really important SEO factor is having other links pointing toward pages on 
your site.  Hopefully, many of these will exist due to other people seeing your awesome 
content and voluntarily (and enthusiastically!) linking to it from their own websites.  Other links 
may come from content you contributed to other sites, like guest blog posts, articles or links 
from your profiles on social networks.  If possible, some of these links should include your 
keywords in their anchor text (the clickable words that are hyperlinked to your site).  Be careful 
though—don’t overdo this one.  Websites have gotten slapped by Google when 60% of the 
links pointing to their site have keyword-heavy anchor text like “cheap costume jewelry” (or 
<insert your keyword here>).  Because most people linking to your site independently will do it 
with your domain name (www.amazon.com) or brand name (Amazon), make sure a good 
percentage of links pointing toward your site look like that. 

To get an idea of what your anchor text looks like on those precious incoming links, check out 
Open Site Explorer, a great resource from the same folks who brought you the MozBar we 
mentioned earlier. 

 
If you don’t have an account with them, you’ll only see anchor text for the first 5 sites that link 
to you, though you will also get a general list of lots of your other incoming links, so you can 
get a good idea of who’s currently linking to you.  This happens to be a great tool to use when 
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you’re trying to find places to put links, because you can type in your competitors’ site 
addresses and check out where their incoming links are coming from. 

If you can sprinkle in some links with keyword text, go for it.  Those can come from the links 
you are in control of, like your author bio on guest posts, or from a link given by someone with 
whom you have a relationship.  For example, if you’re a financial advisor, you may have 
accountants with whom you exchange mutual referrals of clients.  If an accountant mentions 
you with a link on her website, you may be able to say, “Thanks!  Would you mind making the 
anchor text ‘Financial advisor in Kentucky’?” 

Again, only do this if you’re pretty sure you have enough domain and brand anchor texts 
to balance it out and keep your anchor text profile looking natural enough to satisfy the 
Google bots. 

SEO is an important tool for placing your product in front of the right people at the right 
time.  It’s an ace-in-the-hole in terms of the small business person’s toolkit, and often levels 
the playing field when used properly.  

Exercise #3: 

What are your ideal keywords?  These are words you would use to 
describe your brand or product—words that someone searching to find 
your product would enter into a search engine. 

Note: This is a good exercise not just for SEO purposes; your elevator 
pitch and any marketing material should include these words. 

Now, enter your ideal words or phrases into the MozBar tool.  How’s the 
competition?  Can you compete for these keywords successfully? 
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But I Don’t 
Waaaaanna 
Blog 

What used to be called “writing” is 
now called “content creation.”  It is 
still really just writing.  Except now 
hipsters do it. 

Why <insert whine here> do I need a blog? 

Whether or not you need a blog depends on your target audience.  If, for example, your target 
audience is widows aged 85+, then probably not.  They are not getting most of their 
information online, so it would be a big fat waste of your time to be publishing a blog. 

Most of us, however, get the vast majority of our information via the Web.  If your target 
market researches their purchases of goods and services, compares prices and reputations, 
and reads reviews online, then you need a blog. 

 

Here are three reasons to blog for your business: 

First, the Great and Powerful Google Gods like content, and without creating fresh, revolving 
content and maximizing your keywords in that content, Google is exponentially less likely to 
rank you well. 
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Second, blogging is a great way to establish yourself as an expert in your field.  Blogs can be 
short explanations, interviews, meanderings, examples, definitions or other pieces of genius 
on your area of expertise. 

Third, blogs establish your voice and make you approachable and relatable.  Writing is an 
excellent way to differentiate yourself and position the consumer to “know” you and therefore 
trust you.  As we all know, we buy from someone we trust. 

Now that we’ve confirmed that you probably need a blog, let’s talk turkey. 

 
Here are some blog FAQs to get you started: 

• How often should I blog? 
• How many entries do I need written in advance to launch a blog? 
• What are my topics? 
• How long should my blog posts be? 
• How professional should they sound? 

Blogging Frequency 

The most important thing about creating web content is consistency.  The specific schedule 
you commit to matters less than actually committing to it.  Let’s say that you launch your blog, 
and determine that you’re comfortable putting out a new blog post every week.  And then your 
daughter gets married, so you’re pretty busy with the preparations, and then you have the 
option of putting in a bid on a government project, which would bring in BANK, so you invest a 
great deal of time in that. 

You neglect your blog. 

Your readers (and Google), who expected a new edition weekly, have scattered to focus on 
other sources of content.  Some bloggers (like the famous Seth Godin of Seth’s Blog) publish 
new content daily.  Seth’s readers are used to a tidbit or two on a daily basis and tune in (opt in) 
for it.  Other well-read bloggers like Jeff Bullas publish weekly.  His readers, in turn, know what 
to expect, and he delivers. 
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How often you’re going to publish a new post depends on a number of factors: Are you 
blogging by yourself or did you hire a writer?  Are you a comfortable or previously-published 
writer who has a lot to say?  Decide how often you can commit to publishing new content, and 
make sure to stick to that schedule. 

 
How many entries do I need in order to launch my blog? 

You wouldn’t open (or eat at) a restaurant with a menu consisting of a single, solitary 
appetizer, would you?  You do not want to launch a blog with only one entry, either.  Ideally, 
potential clients or referral sources will read your debut post, but after they do, if it’s the only 
one there, there’s nothing left for them to peruse and thus nothing keeping them on your site.  
You are going to want to write between four and six separate entries before you go live. 

Having a few pre-written posts establishes an archive, and this makes you look more 
established.  Additionally, once you’ve drawn a visitor to your site, there is plenty of content 
for them to read.  Once you have several blog posts, you can tag or categorize your posts by 
topic in order to make them searchable.  It’s all about making the content your readers want 
easily accessible. [Back to FAQ] 

 
What are my topics? 

Let’s return to your target audience, as discussed in Chapter 1.  You should be blogging for 
those who belong to that audience.  Your topics should inform, inspire or amuse those you’re 
targeting. 

The post-natal fitness trainer, for example, could write on any of the following: 

• How to fit exercise into your new lifestyle, without a babysitter! 
• Target those abs!  4 at-home exercises to rid yourself of the baby bump 
• When will intimacy return?  A 6-week, 12-week and 5-month check in 
• A home health guide: When do you need to take your baby to the pediatrician? 
• Sitting pretty: Pelvic floor exercises while you’re nursing 
• Top 10 quick and healthy snacks for moms on the go 
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Notice that the topics are not exclusively about fitness.  Topics for your blog should address 
subjects that are adjacent to your space as well.  Ultimately, you want to appeal to your 
audience and deliver relevant information. 

An intellectual property attorney who is trying to reach entrepreneurs and small businesses 
could blog on: 

• Website terms and conditions: What you need to know 
• Someone plagiarized me!  What can I do? 
• Vetting small business loan companies: A checklist of pros and cons 
• Can I patent my idea?  What will it involve and how much will it cost? 
• Everything you need to know about copyright protection 
• Do I own my brand?  CAN I own my brand? 

These are not only our attorney’s areas of specialty; they are also topics adjacent to her space, 
about which her audience (entrepreneurs) needs information.  Once her readers learn that she 
knows what she’s talking about and that she presents the information in a grounded, easy to 
follow format, they will come to her website first for the information they are seeking.  She 
becomes their source.  That’s ideal. 

Your topic needs to keep your reader interested (or amused!) and 
help you establish yourself as an expert without patronizing your 
audience (avoid industry-specific jargon).  This is your opportunity 
to let your potential clients identify with you, and introduce (in a 
non-sales-y way) your philosophy, brand and voice.  Blogging and 
content marketing are an ideal way to sell without “selling”. 

Plus, be sure to add pictures throughout your blog—pictures that show your personality; 
whether you’re formal, sarcastic, new age...images will help your readers get to know you. 

[Back to FAQ]  
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How long should each blog post be? 

Writing for the web differs from traditional writing.  When people read books or 
newspapers (something they’re holding in their hands) they are likely to read every 
word from start to finish.  Web articles, however, are often skimmed.  Therefore, to 
keep your reader’s attention and make sure the most important points are 
understood, it is imperative to break up your text.  (Notice how this very eBook is 
composed of many short paragraphs?  You’ve made it halfway through, and you’re 
still reading, so that’s a good sign!) 

When it comes to writing for the web, multiple short paragraphs win out over long 
blocks of text.  In addition, you’re going to need to insert titles and sections within the 
bulk of the text.  Also, in case you haven’t noticed, the reader is more likely to be 
drawn to items in bold.  Bold those key points which are not to be missed. 

Your blog post length can vary, but the recommendation is to keep it around 500 
words.  If you’re going to go longer than that, make sure to break up your post into 
sections with titles, so it’s easier to navigate. 

Keep your audience in mind when you write.  Are you blogging about alternative 
medicine, and targeting an audience who reads many alternative medicine blogs?  Are 
the folks you’re targeting knowledgeable about your field?  If so, you can use more 
jargon (they’re already well versed on your topic) and go longer (quick, easy 
takeaways are not going to appeal to this well-read audience.) 

If you are writing a home improvement blog, people are most likely coming to you for 
knowledge and how-to information that they do not yet possess.  Therefore, you’re 
going to have to keep things short, simple, and step-by-step.  The key to your blog 
length is knowing who you’re writing for (target audience) and what they want as 
a take-away from your blog. 

[Back to FAQ]  
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How professional should your blog posts sound? 

First and foremost, your content should be professional, thus reflecting expertise on your topic.  
Next, consider your tone of voice.  How formal your tone should be depends on two things: 

• How formal do you feel? 
• Does your audience need to work with someone formal? 

You already have a personal style.  Perhaps you are sarcastic, exceptionally casual, or a bit 
OCD.  Communicate in the style in which you are already comfortable and which best displays 
your persona.  If you tend toward a stiff upper lip, your writing is going to perpetuate that style.  
It’s going to be formal and very much to the point.  It’s important to communicate in your 
natural style, since your writing will represent what your clients can expect from you when they 
hire you.  Let your clients get to know your style and approach through your writing. 

However, if you are more of a casual type, your choice of language, euphemisms, tone, etc. are 
going to reflect that.  Your readers will be able to feel it; it will greatly appeal to some, but not 
as much to others, and that’s okay!  This is a way of vetting potential clients (and letting them 
vet you) before you even speak with them. 

Let’s say that you are seeking a wealth manager to plan your children’s college fund 
investments.  You wear shirts and ties during the week, and khakis and a polo shirt to golf on 
the weekends.  You are Ivy League–educated and enjoy sushi and Sunday brunches at the 
country club.  You are most likely seeking someone who will present himself in a congenial, yet 
precise, and reasonably buttoned-up manner. 

As a client, you are likely to select DeYoe over Suze Orman, since, 
although their information is similar, DeYoe’s tone matches the style 
and demeanor you’re seeking.  DeYoe will present statistics in a drier, 
more formal format. 

Suze will talk about “smackdowns.” 

It’s all a matter of style; every business elects its own personality and 
puts it on display so the customer can select what fits him best. 
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What’s guest-blogging and do I need to do that, too? 

Guest-blogging is writing an original post for a blog that is not your own, with a twofold goal: 
exposure to new potential readership (their audience) and generating links back to your site. 
So, you don’t have to write guest posts, but it’s probably worth your time.  Why? 
 
Increase Exposure to Potential Readership 

You may be an amazing writer and expert in your niche, but haven’t yet managed to draw 
more than a trickle of readers to your blog—even though you followed all the rules.  How do 
you show your potential readership that you’re worth a read (and, down the line, worth hiring)?  
Find the blogs your target audience already frequents and offer to write a free guest post.  
Your potential clients are often reading several blogs in your field.  Since they’re all gathered in 
one place already, why not stop by and attempt a temporary spotlight? 
 
How do you find those blogs? 

If you’re in the niche, you might already know 
what they are.  If you don’t, or want to get more 
ideas, try the following searches in Google: 
Search for <your niche> “guest post”.  (Don’t 
forget the quotation marks around that last 
phrase.)  See the example on the right. 
 
We searched for gardening “guest post.”  
These may not be the most popular and 
established blogs in the gardening niche, but at 
least you know that they have accepted guest 
posts in the past.  This is an encouraging sign that 
you are not wasting your time pitching them on 
your potential guest spot. 
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Next, search for <your niche> blog. 
 

 
 
We searched for gardening blog. These are most likely the best established blogs in your 
niche.  They may not, however, be interested in what you have to offer. 
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Peruse the blogs and the contributing writers.  First, get a feeling for how established they are 
and how many sites link to them, using the Moz Toolbar (as discussed in Chapter 3, also see the 
red and blue bars in the above screenshots).  The toolbar will give you link metrics underneath 
every result on the Google results page. 
 
Then dive into the blogs, one by one.  Check for the following factors: 

• Number of subscribers 
• Number of comments on posts 

 
The first number simply indicates the size of the readership; the second will tell you about the 
quality and engagement of that readership. 

• If both are high, great target!  Many readers will likely see your guest post, and they’ll 
hopefully interact with you on-site and follow you back to your own site (via the links in 
your post or byline).  If they do follow you back to your site, they are likely to be 
engaged readers. 

• If there are many subscribers but few comments, either the subscribers are avid fans 
and just don’t have anything to add, or many of those subscribers simply are not 
reading the posts.  You are not going to know which one, so if you do not have better 
options where both numbers are high, it might be worthwhile proposing a guest post to 
a blog like this, anyway. 

• If there are few subscribers but many comments, either the readership is active and 
engaged with the blog (good sign) or they get a lot of traffic but the traffic doesn’t want 
to subscribe.  Either way, this type of site is still a good bet if you’re looking for people 
who are going to be interested in and engaged by your content. 

• If there are few subscribers and few comments…bad news.  You still might want to 
offer a guest post for the second purpose—getting links back to your site.  Don’t bank 
on garnering readers…but there’s always potential for a pleasant surprise. 

You have now compiled a list of potential blog targets. 
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How do you offer a guest post? 

Find the contact information of the blog owner.  This is often on the contact page, either 
as a form or as an email address.  If there is no contact info listed, you could click the 
Facebook, LinkedIn, or Twitter links displayed on the blog, and they will lead you to the 
person managing it. 
 
Come up with 2 or 3 potential titles of blog posts to propose.  These must be topics of 
interest, appropriate to their readership (i.e. REAL content vs. a thinly-veiled 
advertisement for yourself). 
 
 
Write a personalized introduction.  Prove that you have actually read their content.  You 
know what you do when someone sends you an obvious form letter…straight to the 
round file.  Don’t be that guy.  Mention a few things that you appreciate about their blog.  
Then offer to contribute to their readership, and communicate the topics you were 
thinking about. 
 
What’s in it for them? 
 
Guest posts are widely accepted.  It’s actually a very common practice.  It means the 
blogger doesn’t have to blog that week!  Everybody wants a vacation once in a while.  In 
addition, if your audience and their audience are similar, you can propose a trade—no 
extra work for either of you, but you both earn more exposure and links back to your 
respective sites. 
 
Keep a spreadsheet with the blogs you’ve pitched, the contact info, the date you reached 
out, the topics you offered, and any follow-up notes.  This will help you be more efficient 
and help you avoid accidentally contacting the same person twice.  
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Increase Links to Your Site 

If this is your goal, the process isn’t all that different from that which is described above.  
The difference will be that strength of the target blog’s incoming links will be more 
important; increased exposure to actual readership and engagement will be less so. 
 
In addition, look for blogs in niches where the readership is not identical to yours, but is 
related to it.  To use the earlier example, if you have a gardening blog, you may target a 
foodie site and offer a blog about using home-grown produce or how to raise your own 
herb garden.  This can help your blog reach an entirely new readership. 
 
Since your goal is to generate links back to your site, you may be tempted to embed a 
bunch into the body of your guest post. 
 
Cool it. 
 
That’s a good way to get your post rejected (Obnoxious!  Self-serving!) even if the site 
initially wanted it.  Put your links in your bio at the end of your post—but not too many 
times.  Three (max) is a good rule of thumb. 
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Social Media… 
Yes, You Can! 

You can do this by yourself.  
It takes a bit of knowledge 
and some time investment, 
but you can, indeed, master 
the basics of social media. 

 
In the “good old days” all you needed to market a business was a business card.  You could 
hand it out at Chamber of Commerce meetings while smoking your cigar with the other ol’ 
boys.  Graphic design made some strides, and then you needed colorful brochures to be 
considered “valid.” 
 
Then, along came websites.  Suddenly, without a website, you were not considered a 
legitimate business and did not inspire trust in potential clients—nor did they have a way to vet 
you.  Clients moved away from phone calls in favor of performing more research online.  If your 
competitors had their information on the web, but you didn’t—big fail. 
 
In the last five years, it has become apparent that yet another level has evolved.  If you don’t 
have a social media presence, it’s as if you have fallen behind.  So the questions is no longer 
“Should I be active on social media”, but rather “On which social media channels should I be 
active?”  Social media has become today’s business card—without it, you’re not in the game. 
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Six degrees of separation (or six degrees of Kevin Bacon) 

It’s the theory (popularized in the ’90s by the play and movie by the 
same name) which states that any two people in the world can be 
connected via six total personal connections. 

That is to say, if you want to connect Person #1 in Indianapolis (you) 
with Person #6 in Timbuktu (your potential client)…inevitably, there 
will be intermediary Persons #2–5 who would connect to each other 
in sequence via common friends, schools, backgrounds, summer 
camps, workplaces or any other point of contact.  Thus, you (Person 
#1) can connect to Person #6 by relying on your intermediaries. 

Enter social media: Social networks provide you an average of 4–5 degrees of separation at 
your fingertips.  Suddenly, we’re all getting just a little bit closer to one another. 

 
Simply put, social media is a conversation with people you don’t know…yet. 

Social Media is one of the fastest-growing marketing tools available.  Facebook is no longer 
just about sharing snarky ecards.  It is about getting to know your customers, being available at 
their fingertips, listening to their feedback and conversing with them.  Ultimately, you need to 
expand your social media network to reach as many people in your target audience as possible.  
That’s where the aforementioned six degrees of separation come in very handy. 

Once you share something on any social media channel, and others engage with you about it 
(they “like”, “share” or “retweet” it) you not only reach connections in your network, you will 
likely reach connections in other people’s networks, as well. 

And if your content is popular, it will keep getting liked, shared, tweeted and promoted.  This is 
commonly known as “going viral,” because—like the flu—your post spreads without much 
effort (or investment) on your part. 
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But before you jump in, let’s review the basics. 

Not all businesses are on all platforms, nor should they be.  The top social networking 
platforms (or “channels” are they are sometimes called) today are Facebook, Twitter, 
YouTube, Pinterest, Instagram and LinkedIn.  Every business has different needs, and a 
specific target audience.  The first step when getting started is figuring out which social 
media platforms are most popular with your target audience. 

Social Media Marketing Goals 

The following are reasonable goals for your social media presence: 
• Build brand awareness and credibility 
• Give your customers (and potential customers) a platform on 

which to connect with you/pick your brain 
• Increase website traffic 
• Improve customer service 
• Encourage sales 

 
It’s important to notice that “sell more product” 
is not on that list.  Social media, while more or 
less required for most businesses today, is not a 
hard sell platform.  Keep in mind how social 
media should and should not be used.  It is not an 
advertising platform, and starting out, it is easy 
to mistake your Twitter account for advertising 
space.  Don’t make that egregious error or you’re 
likely to alienate people, which totally defeats 
your purpose.  That begets the question: if you’re 
not selling on social media, what are you doing 
there, and what is social media all about?

 
 

YES: 
• It IS about being present and genuine. 
• It IS about (really) listening and staying 

connected to your audience. 
• It IS the place to introduce new products 

(generate buzz among your followers!). 
• It IS about supplying and circulating the 

valuable content your audience wants. 
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NO: 
• It is NOT the place for sales pitches. 
• It is NOT about talking—it’s about listening and providing. 
• It is NOT about being everywhere.  Go only where your 

audience is likely to be. 

And where is that, exactly? 
It depends heavily on who you are targeting.  Let’s return to our post-natal fitness instructor.  
Since she is targeting new mothers, based on the chart below, she is most likely to find them 
on Facebook or Pinterest. 
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Alternatively, the attorney who wants to reach entrepreneurs is more likely to be successful 
with LinkedIn.  Entrepreneurs are less likely to be perusing Pinterest looking for support and 
vendors.  Here is the long and short of each platform’s ideal use: 

• Facebook: Ideal for B2C products; bad for corporate announcements or press 
releases; great place to circulate photos and humor; ideal for online contests 

• Twitter: Considered “microblogging” (a limit of 140 characters), it is for anything 
happening NOW, both for B2B and B2C; announcements, news items and humor 
are appropriate 

• LinkedIn: Best for B2B promotion, sharing articles, recruiting; not the ideal place 
for pictures or humor, as it’s a more formal and professional space 

• Pinterest: Image based, both for B2C and B2B; audience is almost entirely female 
• YouTube: Video sharing, which works for both B2B and B2C and is ideal for 

advertising messages online contests and how-tos 
• Foursquare: B2C only; fantastic for promoting coupons and offers 
• Instagram: For pictures only; more appropriate for B2C 

 

 
Infographic credit to SEOmWorld, original to be found here. 

 
There is no reason for your business to be engaging on every channel.  It’s impossible to 
manage that without a staff, anyway; you do need some time in your day to actually work.  It’s 
a much better idea to focus on two channels and engage in social media positively and 
consistently, than to be everywhere in a half-spirited manner. 
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Now that you’ve identified your target audience (Exercise #1) and identified generally where they hang 
out (Exercise #2), and in addition, determined your optimal keywords (Exercise #3)…it’s time to identify 
which social media channels are appropriate for your business. 
 

 

Exercise #4: 

• Write down the demographic, location and typical employment status of your target audience. 
• Compare that to the chart and infographic above. 
• Determine your best social media channels (as your first guess). 
• Now, go searching.  Test out your theory: 

o If you think your audience is on Twitter, find at least 10 thought leaders (people who have 
large followings, original thought and content, and seem to be influencers or authorities in the 
field) and follow them.  “Following” means paying attention to what people are posting, 
reading what they have to say—whether it’s original, or reposted from another source—and 
generally keeping your finger on the pulse of what they’re doing online.  Additionally, identify 
two hashtags (those funny-looking wordswithnospaces preceded by a # symbol that indicate 
a particular theme) appropriate to your field, and follow the folks using those hashtags to 
begin immersing yourself in the Twitter world that addresses your professional space.  Did 
you find the right people?  Are they talking about your topics?  If not, either you are using the 
wrong hashtag (try several) or your audience simply isn’t there. 

o If you think LinkedIn might be right for you, identify 3 groups whose membership reflects your 
target audience.  Are they active?  They may have 10,000 members (in which case, it will be 
difficult to cultivate real relationships), but how often is there a new post?  Are there 
comments or discussions surrounding posts, or do they just sit there, stagnant? 
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That last exercise will help you narrow down the vast social media field, so that you can pick 
the one or two channels you are confident your audience is already frequenting, and make the 
most out of those.  How do you get started? 
 
1)  Learn 

The first thing you need to do when launching your foray into social media is to study.  Set 
aside time for research.  Make it a part of your daily work plan, and schedule it, like a meeting.  
Begin educating yourself with the multitude of free resources available online.  TechCrunch, 
Mashable, and the Social Media Examiner are great places to begin. 

 

2)  Make it your routine to listen, listen, listen, and only then, engage. 

How does listening via social media differ from listening to your friend, your boss, or your 
spouse?  It doesn’t. 

Or, at least, it shouldn’t…unless of course, you are that guy who is always just waiting for the 
other guy to finish so he can speak.  If you are going to enter into a “conversation”—which is 
what social media engagement is all about—you need to first take the time to listen to what’s 
being said.  Listen to what your customers, competitors and other voices in the industry have 
to say.  This can help you see where your place would be to enter the conversation. 

 

3)  Remember that customers don’t want to only hear about promotions. 

Do not tweet: “Buy my product.” 

Your customers (and potential customers) want to be conversed with and cared about.  Your 
content should make consumers feel valued and involved in your company’s culture.  Engage 
with your target audience and provide them content that is relevant and valuable.  
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What and How to Share on Social Media 
 

Wording 

Each post involves crafting a succinct and 
engaging few lines, often using your keywords.  
You can post pictures, infographics, links to 
articles your audience would enjoy, or a 
question to engage your customers. 

Be creative while remaining true to your 
message, brand and voice.  Make sure that if 
the style of your website and/or blog is formal, 
your social media presence reflects that same 
tone.  Conversely, if you’re calling your 
customers “dude” or “sportsfan” within your 
blog posts, maintain that feel throughout your 
social media channels. 

Diversity 

You can potentially post the same article 
several times throughout one week if you 
find it particularly appropriate or 
inspirational for your audience.  Be sure, 
however, not to copy/paste the same 
introduction to it, but rather phrase the 
post differently each time to spice it up.  
This is called repurposing content. 

In addition, provide your audience with a 
broad range of textual, visual and 
interactive content.  This includes links to 
articles, websites, and blogs, as well as 
pictures, videos and infographics. 

 
Timing 

Schedule your posts.  Thankfully, you can use tools to schedule your posts even months in advance.  
Be careful, however, not to turn your back on social media for a week or a month just because you 
feel you’re “covered” by scheduling.  Social media (Twitter, especially) is about reacting to and 
circulating content that is exceptionally current; you don’t want your information to be perceived as 
out-of-date.  Thanks to the immediacy provided by social media, “that’s so last year” has practically 
become “that’s so 20 minutes ago!” 

For Facebook, use its internal scheduler, and for LinkedIn and Twitter, use a free 3rd party program 
such as HootSuite to plan out your posts in the most effective way possible.  There are several charts 
and infographics available to find out when it’s best to post on which channel.  There are also tools 
online to help you determine when your audience is on a specified channel. 
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Exposure 

Not all of your connections (or their connections) will see all of your posts.  That’s not just 
because your connections missed it (or were actually working, rather than spending time on 
social media, when you posted).  Rather, it is the social media network’s way of encouraging 
Sponsored Posts, wherein you pay them to reach a wider audience.  All social media networks 
offer you the option of sponsoring posts, guaranteeing that your content will reach a wider 
audience than had you simply posted it organically. 

You can also pay for outright ads that appear in social media channels, and monitor their 
progress with an analytics tool.  These ads can be a relatively small investment and are a 
cornerstone of many businesses today. 

 

Your Website 

Now that you’re more comfortable posting, and you know which channels are right for you, 
make sure to feature each of your social media icons prominently on your website!  You don’t 
even need a graphic designer to make them for you; do a Google image search on social media 
icons to find plenty of (legal, free) downloadable versions. 

Engaging your audience is critical to marketing success, and the easiest 
way to connect with your audience is to direct them to wherever you 
have a social media presence.  
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Speaking 
Engagements 
A fledgling accountant once advertised a free 90-minute 
lecture at a local community center on how to claim your child 
tax credit.  In flocked lots of paycheck-to-paycheck parents, 
hoping to learn how to file independently (without the 
assistance of an accountant or TurboTax) and ultimately earn 
the elusive $1,000-per-child government credit. 

The accountant showed up early, set up his flipcharts and 
slides, and painstakingly walked through the process, step by 
step, with the rapt, note-taking audience. 

 

He charged nothing. 

He pitched nothing. 

He marketed nothing. 

He sold nothing. 

He wasn’t even particularly charming. 

 

Yet—lo and behold—he earned three new clients that night.  How? 
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The accountant had accomplished two things: 

• Established himself as an expert 
• Built trust 

People responded positively to his valuable offer of free advice, especially considering he 
delivered exactly what he advertised, with no strings attached. 

He catered his presentation to an audience with little knowledge of tax preparation, and came 
prepared.  He capitalized (in a non-sales-y manner) on the opportunity to demonstrate his 
expertise to a niche audience who clearly not only needed assistance, but was actively seeking 
it.  His patient demeanor only added to his credibility. 

Most attendees that night returned home and prepared their tax returns.  Two, however, felt 
overwhelmed by the information, even though he had just walked them through it.  They 
approached him post-lecture, admitted “tax defeat” and took his card.  They hired him to 
prepare their tax returns within 3 days.  The third took his card and emailed him the following 
day.  While he was comfortable with his personal tax return (thanks to the valuable information 
the accountant had transmitted), he needed assistance filing his business taxes, and wanted a 
knowledgeable expert he could trust.  Bingo, Client #3. 

 
Yes, sometimes it’s worthwhile to give it away for free. 

 

Why give away the very thing that you sell?  That’s basically what you are 
doing with your blogs, right?  You’re giving away tips of your trade in order 
to assist others seeking advice and direction, and thus establishing your 
expertise.  Speaking engagements are no different.  It’s worthwhile for you 
to identify volunteer speaking engagements and go after them.  You may 
need to pitch your topics to those managing the venue you are targeting, 
and—get ready for it—you have already done most of the work! 
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The exercise in Chapter 2 asked you to identify physical places your ideal clients 
already frequent.  These are the exact places you should consider speaking. 

It need not be a 90-minute presentation (it can be intimidating to speak, 
uninterrupted, for 90 minutes if you have not made a career of public speaking), but 
let’s be honest...you are talking about the topic you know best.  You went into your 
field because you’re both passionate and knowledgeable about it.  It’s not as if you’re 
being asked to ramble on about a topic you’ve never addressed before.  (Scuba diving?  
Raw food diets?  Rabbit hunting?)  Your topic is something you could speak about in 
your sleep. 

You have already identified physical places your audience frequents.  Now, expand 
this list to target places people gather, in general. 

Community centers, houses of worship and shared workspaces are ideal targets.  
In addition, some trade shows, fairs, or brick-and-mortar stores would welcome a free 
speaker.  Stores are competing with other local providers and prefer not to compete 
simply based on price.  Should you offer them an evening of free content, for the cost 
of some coffee and cookies, they can draw a crowd of potential clients to their store, 
who, in turn, could become potential clients for you. 

Get in touch with those who manage these places.  It doesn’t have to be anything 
formal; a simple phone call can do the trick.  Managers of non-profit venues are often 
volunteers and not exactly “corporate types.”  You are not pitching a government 
defense contract here, there is no due diligence, and there are no deliverables, 
so…relax.  You are in a buzzword-free zone.  You are simply offering a valuable service 
to an audience who actually wants or needs the information, and you’re offering to do 
it for free.  Who would say No to free?  
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Keep a spreadsheet 

Keep track of the places you are targeting and pitching, and the topics you’re offering.  Make 
sure they’re current and relevant.  That way, whether you get feedback that sounds like “I think 
we might have room for something like that in March” or “sure, come on down next Tuesday” 
you’ll know exactly when to follow up, and with whom.  Since you do not want this effort to 
monopolize your time, be sure to document dates, targets and interactions so that everything 
will be efficient and streamlined. 

What could you possibly talk about? 

Here are some ideas to get you started: 

 

• You are:  A Northern California–based gemologist 
• You sell:  Gemstones, both loose and set in jewelry 
• You could speak at:  The San Francisco Great Bridal Expo; Kern County’s 

City Hall or County Clerk’s Office; Bakersfield First Bible Baptist Church; 
Kinsley James Bridal Shop in Walnut Creek 

• You could talk about:  How to select an engagement ring; How to ensure that your gem is genuine; 
How you can “wow” her at Christmas for under $300; Does size really matter? 

 

• You are:  A speech therapist from New Jersey 
• You sell:  Stuttering reduction services, speech counselling for 

children and adults 
• You could speak at:  Kaplen Jewish Community Center on the 

Palisades; Center for Autism and Early Childhood Mental Health at 
Montclair State University; JumpNasium kids’ indoor gym in Fairfield 

• You could talk about:  When to turn to a speech therapist; What’s “normal” speech development; My 
child can’t say R’s or L’s…can I correct this myself?; Quiet, introverted children: Is it a speech problem 
or simply a personality trait?; How to use TV as a speech therapy tool 
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• You are:  A Chicago-area divorce attorney 
• You Sell:  Mediation services, court representation and settlement contracts 
• You could speak at:  Industrious Hive shared work space in River North; West Suburban 

divorce support group; Chicago Women in their 30’s Facing Separation Meetup; Chicago 
Divorce Counseling Resource Center 

• You could talk about:  Prenup nightmares: Can you still get 
half?; Electing mediation and staying out of court: How to 
save both headaches and money; Do your due diligence 
before you file: What you need to know in the 6 months 
before filing for divorce; Frugal and amicable legal 
separation: How to dissolve a marriage for less than $5,000 

 

Although initially it may sound like ambulance-chasing, 
if you offer strategic, gratis speaking engagements 
filled with real, genuinely valuable takeaways to an 
audience in need of the information, everybody wins. 

 

Your name (and the fact that you’re trustworthy and knowledgeable) gets out there, and your 
target audience not only takes your card, but spreads the word on your behalf.  Testimonials, 
personal accounts, and recommendations always go a lot further than advertisements, as you 
know.  (The last time you were seeking a professional, did you look in the Yellow Pages, or ask 
around?)  As long as you stay away from sales pitches (which will damage your reputation), an 
evening like this is absolutely worth your time.  
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Initial Free Offering 
(IFO) and Email Marketing 

Again with the freebies? 

Yes. 

 

 

Because information is so readily available online today, you need to differentiate yourself, earn 
respect and trust, and establish yourself as a resource.  One of the ways to accomplish all of these 
things, PLUS build your network, is to offer something of value—something big—for free. 

 

Like an eBook. 

Or a whitepaper. 

Or a how-to. 

Or a video. 

 

For example, nobody asked you to pay for this eBook.  You were simply asked for your email address 
in exchange for the download.  This kind of practice is not slimy or spammy; businesses simply want 
potential clients to opt in to their marketing efforts (just like “liking” a Facebook page will put that 
company’s updates in your newsfeed). 
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One of the ways to get your target audience to “opt in” (receive your updates, 
newsletters or public relations pieces) is by offering something of value in return.  
Potential clients guard their email addresses.  We all do.  Honestly, do you want more 
spam?  No one does.  But if you’re willing to give them something in return for it, they’re 
more likely to give you a trial run at their inbox. 

Can’t they simply unsubscribe after they’ve downloaded the eBook, effectively 
giving them something and getting you nothing in return? 

Yes. 

They absolutely can, and you don’t have one iota of control over it.  But that’s where 
valuable, genuine, creative, and informative content comes in.  If you follow up by 
spamming them with self-promotional garbage, they’re going to unsubscribe faster 
than you can click “Send.”  But if you time your updates correctly (don’t overdo it—an 
update biweekly is plenty) and provide well-written, succinct information that your 
target audience wants, then they’ll hang in there with you. 

What could you possibly give away? 

We’re not talking trade show swag here.  No key chains, 
stress balls or bobble-head dolls. 

Your potential clients want information; share enough of 
your expertise with them, and you’ll build their trust.  They 
say “never trust a skinny chef.”  Perhaps the new quip should be “never trust a chef 
without an initial free offering.” 

 

Aspiring cooks want to learn how to peel an entire head of garlic or deseed a pomegranate 
in under a minute.  If you are marketing catering services, homemade takeout food, cooking 
lessons or a cookbook, you may want to put together your best and brightest kitchen 
shortcuts and amass them into a free 5-minute downloadable video.  Paula Deen could have 
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put out an eBook on The 50 Best Uses for Butter, and Emeril Lagasse 
could have marketed a short video for Kicking It Up a Notch, expounding 
on how to pair the right wines with your dinner, or which fresh herbs 
will achieve the Italian spice combo you’re after. 

These types of giveaways add value, establish expertise, and build trust. 

 

And how about a dating coach?  Twenty-somethings in the market for a partner or spouse 
are fantastic potential targets.  (Plus, they often have more disposable income—no kids!)  
An in-demand eBook for this audience could be 14 Ways to Read Body Language on a First 
Date: Is He REALLY Into You? or something like How to Dress for Date #1, Date #2 and Date 
#3 In Order to Get a Ring on Date #4. 

Figuring out your topic for a freebie is the easy part—simply focus on what you know, what 
you’re good at, and what you’re passionate about…and create from there.  If you do it right, 
the freebie won’t cost you all that much to provide, either, as you’re merely presenting 
content that you already know like the back of your hand. 

 

Which format is right for you? 

Are you more engaging in person?  Do you come across as passionate 
about your topic and use body language and hand gestures to get your 
point across?  Make an on-demand video, webinar or eLearning module 
with easy takeaways.  Make sure it’s professional-looking, though, even 
if you have to hire a video editor to ensure that you present in a polished 
manner.  You don’t want to end up with a Blair Witch Project remake on 
your hands. 

Introverted?  Write an eBook, with paragraphs broken up and important 
sentences bolded for quick scanning. 
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Go with the medium which is most comfortable for you.  If you are camera-shy and you 
determine that the most engaging format for your audience is video, your discomfort will 
show, ultimately undermining your efforts.  Determine how you are most at ease talking 
about your area of expertise and go that route for your IFO. 

 

Is it really free? 

When we say “free,” of course, we mean that in order to receive access to the “freebie,” 
your site visitor needs to provide a valid email address, to which you will automatically send 
a confirmation.  Once received and clicked, the visitor will be directed back to your site 
where the free download will be made accessible. 

Then, as the freebie is downloading, you get another chance to market to your client in 
the form of a thank you page.  A thank you page simply confirms that your site visitor has 
completed what has been asked of him, and that he is finished with the process.  It is an 
opportunity to not only thank your visitor for stopping by, but also to direct him to other 
internal pages on your site that he may have missed.  For example, you could display an 
attractively-presented message such as this one: 

Thanks so much for taking interest in our Free Tips and Tricks to More Effective Cold 
Calling.  While it downloads, why not stop by our blog (linked, obviously) to get 
additional advice on your most pressing sales concerns like: 

• How to get around the gatekeeper 
• What is a decision making unit? 
• What is the best time to make a cold call? 
• How to leave a voicemail which prompts a call back 

You have then effectively made the most of your potential client’s visit to your site, and 
ensured that you have exposed him to as much of your wisdom as possible, thus positioning 
yourself as an expert.  In addition, you will be able to continue marketing to this visitor as he 
has “opted in” to receive your updates. 
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What do you do with the email addresses once you’ve got them? 

Email marketing has proven to be one of the most effective marketing strategies 
available today, providing higher conversion rates than other methods.  This is 
because it is much easier to build a relationship with someone when you appear in 
their inbox regularly.  Even if your potential client does not greet your newsletter 
with glee and open it immediately, the repetitive nature of seeing your name or 
product is half the battle.  Thanks to your email marketing efforts, your potential 
client engages in the process of associating you with your expertise.  When 
someone asks him for a referral in your field, you have already cemented yourself in 
his mind as the go-to expert. 

 

There are several levels of savvy when it comes to email marketing, and the 
simpler (and more cost-effective) tools are easy to learn on the fly. 

Constant Contact, MailChimp, Mad Mimi and Emma are basically email marketing 
management wizards which allow you to customize and break up your marketing 
efforts into groups.  You can send one newsletter to the group of people with 
whom you have never interacted (but who have downloaded your free IFO) and 
another unique message to established contacts, including existing or potentially 
returning clients. 

Some of these online tools have templates, so it makes impressive-looking emails 
easy to create, with little time invested and no graphic skills requirement.  
MailChimp even has an absolutely free option, so your only investment here is the 
time you spend on initial setup.  Since you are already writing blogs, you have most 
of your content already finished.  (Repurpose!) 
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The next level of savvy with newsletters and direct mail 
is marketing automation.  These are the big guns: 
Infusionsoft and ONTRAPORT. 

Certainly not your first move if you’re still in the early 
stages of your marketing endeavors, these options are 
an investment to the tune of about $300/month. 

That said, they allow you to not only send regular updates to particular groups of people, 
they can custom-fit your marketing efforts to each individual site visitor, interacting with 
him via a pre-prescribed set of automated mailings based on what he did and where he 
went on your site.  Marketing automation is exceptionally tailored and allows you to target 
individual needs in an automated fashion, entering each visitor into a sales funnel, 
ultimately triggering him to take your desired action.  It takes a significant amount of work 
to initiate, but once you’ve established your preferences and rules, it basically runs itself.    
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In Conclusion 
 

Stepping outside your comfort zone—be it cupcake making or writing divorce settlement 
contracts—is going to require some effort and some time.  To avoid getting 
overwhelmed, plan what you’re going to do first, when and what your next step is, and 
ultimately what you’d like to gear up to when you’re comfortable with the basics. 

Rely on this eBook to take you through each step slowly.  Once you’ve defined your 
niche and target audience, determine where they hang out.  Then, act on that 
knowledge.  Spend a few months doing just that, without the immediate foray into SEO. 

Once you’re comfortable, do a bit of keyword research.  Determine whether or not you’d 
like to begin competing for keywords.  Your next (big) step should be blogging.  Once 
you’ve got something to share, begin with two social media channels.  You can focus on 
creating content and disseminating it (along with conversing with others inside and 
adjacent to your space and sharing their content as well) for the better part of a year 
before you progress any further. 

After you’ve established a blog (and are contributing to it at regular intervals) and kept up 
a social media presence for several months, only then should you begin thinking about 
speaking engagements.  By then, you will have a better understanding of your audience 
(and they, of you), the kind of content they are searching for, what goes over well with 
them, and what your speaking topics should be.  You’ll also be familiar with the places 
your audience frequents.  At that point, determining and pitching both locations and 
speaking topics will be a breeze. 
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Build on that knowledge and experience to launch an IFO, 
which may take a month or two to put together.  Of course, 
after mastering blogging, social media outreach and speaking 
engagements, you’ll have your voice and branding down pat.  
By then, rolling out an IFO won’t present the same challenge or 
prompt panic attacks as it may today. 

 

 

Breathe easy.  You CAN market your business all by yourself, if you’re willing to 
invest the time.  If not, give us a call, and we will do it for you! 

 

 

 

VIRTUAL ASSISTANT ISRAEL: The Successful Entrepreneur's Virtual Assistant 

www.VirtualAssistantIsrael.com 

  www.facebook.com/VirtualAssistantIsrael 

  www.linkedin.com/company/virtualassistantisrael 

  @VA_Israel 

(646) 504-0452 
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